
 
 
 
 

Supplement to the Exiles issue of Agenda 
 
Welcome to this Exiles supplement of Agenda (Vol 47 No 1-2) 

 
 
 

 
        Robin Renwick: Way Home, gouache 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Christopher Crawford 
 
 
To Be Whispered 
 
 
It is late. Most of the sky has already fallen in 
and we wait.  
 
No more walls 
or windows. 
 
Only the earth itself has yet to be ruptured: 
fields spilt from a lip of falling light. 
 
Birds shatter easily here, 
the message they hold cannot be given  
 
Therefore, I  
must carry the answer: 
 
The weight   
is the weight of myself. 
 



 
         Robin Renwick: Fisherman’s Hut, gouache 
 
 
 
Angela France 
 
Stolen 
 
Someone took my name today. 
I heard her speak it at the ticket window 
while I stood in line. I saw her on the train, 
facing me through glass, across the buffers, 
watching me       watching her. 
 
She’s getting off at the same station, 
steps down with her right foot 
                      as I lead with my left; 
follows me up the steps 
but  a shimmy through the cab rank 
and a risky dash across traffic 
               loses her on the street. 
 
All through town I jitter 
at reflections, listen hard to words 
surfacing in fragments through engine-revs 
or music leaking from noisy shops.   



A dozen times I glimpse a part-profile,  
a way of walking, and side-step into doorways  
                                   or turn down alleys.             
 
Back home I can't settle, can't read 
nor rest. I try the taste of my name  
in my mouth as a child knows a thing  
by naming it: tree  bird  house. 
The doorbell shocks my breath short; 
the handle rattles. I turn the key.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Nanna’s Luck 
 
The rabbit's foot in her pocket 
was capped in silver, grey fur 
sleek from fingering; the four leafed clover 
in her purse flat and paper-thin. 
She refused to call it luck or cunning; 
only winked at her cronies 
when they called her a jammy beggar. 
 
I’d sit with her at the curved counter 
in the holiday camp, sliding plastic shutters 
as she pointed to numbers when they came up, 
waiting for her to shout House! 
Mum sat there too, listening to the caller 
legs eleven, two little ducks, key of the door, 
and grumbling that the numbers didn’t come 
for her. Nanna told her to concentrate; 



you ent thinkin’ right! 
 
There was a day when I spent hours on my knees, 
counting leaves on clover, looking for the one 
which would lend strength, bolster radiation, 
shrink tumours. I found one; perfectly shaped, 
each leaf the same size and set at ninety degrees 
to its neighbour. She tucked it in her purse 
and grinned. It didn’t work; we weren’t  
thinking right. 
 
 
 



 
 
Faye Joye: Poet, embroidery 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Faye Joy: Poet, back of embroidery 
 
 
 



Ruth O’Callaghan 
 
Incidents in the Travels of an Itinerant Cellist 
 
Fahey believes he is Samson Agonistes  
                                                                     with a cello 
that’ll rival the horsehead fiddles of Mongolia when he humps it across the Gobi  
 
giving a nod to Bogdkhan, Tsagaan Nuur and even  

          the Darkhad Depression 
before its mellow tones bring a smile to Chinngis seated in Sükhbaatar Square. 
 
Fahey knows, 
           having consulted the world wide web @ shaggyyak, that courtesy is key  
and is prepared to accept the proffered vodka at whatever time,  
 
morning, noon, or, 
                             but preferably and, night, will offer in return 
Mal sureg targan tavtai uu?* and a comment on the khavtgai.** 
 
He’s a tad uncertain about the consumption of blowtorched marmot  
                                                                                            knowing the bubonic  
is in the handling of  their skins especially in August  and September 
 
− he’ll arrive in July to be on the safe side − being, at the moment, in transit,   
                                                                                                          in Belgium.  
 
Next to the Manneken Pis Fahey straddles his cello 
                                                                           naked of thought.  
Petite Angelique has passed the hat but tourists are blind to her blandishments, 
 
deaf to the instrument’s resonance, attending only to their guide flaunting his floral umbrella 
tied to its purple ribbon, in this labyrinthine city where shades stalk  
                                                                                                           the ornamental  

                 in the park  
and Hades lies, as Hades must, in the guise of a building with many stars.                                                                                                                                                          
  
Petite Angelique has led her lover to the Grand’ Place. Beneath her gothic façade 
she loves to explore the baroque delights of many layered petticoats 
                                                                                            the pout of too-pink lips,  
 
the play of light and shade on inner thigh.  
                                                                  In a secret recess she carries Caravaggio.  
He kisses her behind with every step. Behind her with every step Fahey curses  
 
Purcell,  
             his cello,  
                            Petite Angelique’s lover 
whose five o’clock stubble sprouts under foundation and powder-pink. 
 Incidents in the Travels of an Itinerant Cellist. 



 
 
Fahey lusts  
                    for the chink, ker-chink of coinage. He has travelled so far: so far 
the cents do not amount to a single euro: he dreads a repetition of the Athenian expedition. 
 
At the exact spot  
                                    that architecte extraordinaire Jan von Ruysbroeck landed 
Fahey attempts to transport himself beyond this Place, beyond the eternal quest 
 
for cents and silver, to return to those hallowed days of hangovers and hymns  
                                                                                           in the college chapel.  
                                  Fahey mourns 
                                  baguettes and berets,  
                                  the citizens social charter,  
remembers this is Belgium: pigeons and Manneken Pis.  
Fahey knows suicide is one option, thrown from the top 
                                                                     like Jan von.  
 
A light rain spatters Fahey who wrestles to cover his cello,  
                                                                                     resolves to travel 
only with a penny whistle if ever he can redeem his reputation. 
 
                                                                                                              Dusk.  
Whispers infiltrate the parc, eclipse the earlier call of boys practising moves 
showing patience beyond their years as their friend perfects 
 
                              the shoulder roll, 
                              the double flick-twist,  
                              the double feint  
to throw the pursuer, to retain the ball at all costs. To pursue a new goal. 
 
Fahey rejects the overtures of M’sieu Lambeaux whose major in Japanese Gothic 
allows him to conduct impassioned diatribes on the haut-relief 
                                                                                                  of the Human Passions;  
 
his designs to re-vamp the grand but dusty artefacts have been sketched by petite Angelique whose minor 
gothic movements Fahey prefers. Fahey knows he and his cello need  
                                                                                                                         to leave this city.   
 
 
                                                                                                                    
 
 
*Are your sheep fattening up nicely?     **wild camels. 
 
 
 
 
 



Ann Joyce Mannion 
 
 
Immured   
 
 
A black cloak   
hidden in a caboose  
in a kitchen in Ballyvourney.  
 
A time capsule,  
broadcloth woven on a wide loom,  
its hood a filled cauldron of night. 
 
Lifted from its fireplace tomb 
this West Cork garment 
is more than just a cloak, 
 
more than bed cover or weather screen, 
more than a hiding place where a woman  
might rear a child unknown to her neighbours. 
 
Wrap it round you and in a single breath 
you become a woman  
riffling through leached light,  
 
fumbling inside folds of fabric, 
ageless in this black tent,  
this partial entombment, 
 
learning what it’s like to be faceless. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



At the Tate 
 
 
Sandwiched between Francis Bacon’s  
Study for Portrait on Folding Bed 
and Salvadore Dali’s Autumnal Cannabalism  
lies Tony Cragg’s Axehead, 
 
not the ancient farmer’s tools excavated  
in the Ceide Fields but a collection of household items  
that could have come from my father’s shed. 
 
The railed back of that kitchen chair used  
only in emergencies, its legs unsteady: the vegetable box  
where mother sat sorting potatoes for chitting; 
 
rectangular boxes for nails, washers and rusty bolts stored  
beneath the dresser and moved  
to the shed as father grew older; 
 
the coat-hanger that shouldered a charcoal grey suit, 
polished walnut drawer front, scullery table, butter bats, 
miscellaneous pieces of sawn timber. 
  
Unwilling to destroy anything and believing  
it sacrilegious to burn them, those dust smudged relics 
were visited as though in pilgrimage. 
 
Touched and held they kept memory intact. 
I stand, feel a sense of guilt that I hadn’t loved more, loved  
better and I name the objects aloud to hear the sound drift  
 
among the bones of my past. 
Here is the raw wood of the heart, this assortment of junk  
laid out in the shape of an axehead. 
 
Chance pieces collected  
in wastelands and near river banks positioned  
between disjointed figures suspended in paint, 
 
the suggested violence holding a certain kinship 
with the scuffed and bruised artefacts. 
I step over the ‘do not touch’ line. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
           Robin Renwick: On the Edge, gouache 
 
 
 
 
 
 



David Cooke 
 
Whiskey 
 
Your eightieth birthday came and went – 
the landmark it seemed important to reach  
in the last days of independence 
 
before you quit the house. 
On a street where you’d lived  
for twenty years, refusing stubbornly  
 
to lock a door, your English neighbours  
brought you whiskey – 
Irish, of course, and spelled  
 
with an ‘e’, except for the orphaned 
bottle of scotch we knew  
you’d view askance. 
 
Week by week in the home you worked  
through them, one ritual tot a day.  
Down at last to a rogue bottle,  
 
I decanted it carefully  
into the empty of Jameson – 
a triumph, I thought, of form over substance. 
 

 
 
Geraldine Wheeler 



Joseph Allen 
 

                                                         Class 
 

Neglected, undeserving of attention, 
sitting in the back rows, 
ignored, unless causing a disturbance. 
 
Our appearance  
at the front of the class 
when we were called last 
for free school meal tickets. 
 
We sat our eleven plus unprepared 
and still held our own, 
upsetting expectations. 
 
Now, with hindsight, 
I realise the segregation, 
how our addresses 
mapped out our future.            
 
 
        Metronome 

 
With each death 
we close on mortality, 
stand in the tradition 
of our past. 
 
Those silent Sundays 
shed with the years, 
have dropped their drawn afternoons 
like amber leaves. 
 
Each echoing image 
of a passing life 
remains on our skin 
as personal stigmata. 
 
Scars form memories, 
a rosary of days, 
the counting of time. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Cari Barbour 
 
Requiem 
 
You were born with the muscle memory 
of the past  
tangled in your neural fibers. 
This mythology, your legacy 
and inheritance the same. 
 
The edges of your recollections curl, 
moored in the cellophane  
of a mid-day flash. 
The seaside, swans on the railroad lines, 
a cricket match played in black and white. 
 
You remember everything.  
 
Here, in the bend of Piccadilly Circus, 
where your father boarded the bus, 
your son scans the London skyline 
for the custard-yellow light  
in which you wander.  
 
The elegy for a life you’ve never lived 
but miss, mourn like a lost love 
whose face you glimpse in the windows of trains, 
whose voice is the lullaby 
of the radio turned low before sleep. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
Alice Pickering: The Emergence of Matter 
 
 
 
Julie MacLean 
 
Best Friends 
 
Like twins fixed in Sixties fantasy 
we held hands with John and Paul 
and practised kissing on our  
arms and sang ‘Downtown’ on 
Top of the Pops. 
She had cats in a messy house, 
her own TV, Fab magazine, a mum who  
didn’t look in her bag or check her Maths  
or smell her breath for ciggies smoked in  
the sheds. Linda was the good girl; loved, trusted. 
But I got the boys. 
On the way home from school one night, 
in young dumb rage about God knows what,  
I hit her over the head with my umbrella,  
to smash her down, feel the edge.  
Fat Bag      Placid Cow      Dreary Bitch 



 
Years on in different hemispheres, 
headlines on a double-page spread,  
Hardy tragedy in tabloid attitude 
 
Woman Dies in Childbirth 
 
Hard news. Brilliantly upstaged. 
 
And in quieter times now, I imagine what sort of mother  
she might have made, like her own, kind and there,  
peaceful at home, satisfied. 
  
But as a coward, traitor, sharp, hard, 
guilty in my exile,  
I could never be the same. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Old Woman and the Sea 
 
A nonna, some lucky girl’s nonnina   
stuffs reels, rods, stinky bait into  
the boot of her car, a Mazda 2, like mine 
 
her hair’s a surprise like the silver bream  
that jumps for the hell of it    flirting  
with a couta maybe      teasing 
Old Man Santiago   she fobs him off   
plenty more fish in her sea   Old Woman  
Fontaine chignon under a Telstra cap 
  
she clumps about that deck masking her  
fins in pale blue crocs   the plod of the old  
hooking the squid 
setting the rod  
she waits in the still of the doldrums 
lake shivering with the catch of the day           
 
I notice the Women of Mattisse on her dress   
Aqua marine, soft green, prettier than any weed of the sea  
Lumpy like an old selkie she is in her wisty ways  
   
I say I like the sylphy nudes that dance around her curves  
stretch cotton  lovely women fish-slim   She pats  
her flabby tummy    stained with blood  slippy skin   
stubborn scales and entrails  



Two flatties and a tailor   Best cooked whole in oil  she says 
I’m trawling for souls when her winning line hooks me  
‘not in favour of’  she explains, down like a sinker,  
that Nonno, at 83, has no more desire for the swell  
of the sea, the warp and weft of the seal  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Geraldine Wheeler 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Melinda Lovell                  
 
 
 
                                              Taking Leave of a Garden 

 
 

Aged 90, my mother surrenders a garden 65 years in the making 
 
 
 
 
 

bluebells had risen 
up through the creeping ivy 

their moment unseen 
 

rain had struck petals 
off crimson camellia 
to cloak May earth 

 
magnolia blossoms 

sodden, swathed the driveway 
brooms and rakes dormant 

 
gatherer has gone 

shaper has laid down her shears 
doorstep deserted 

 
serpentine stone shone 

we came to take it away 
the last guardian 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
           Robin Renwick: Violet Tulips, silk painting 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tim Seal 
 
I Moved Away 
 
I moved away 
When I was young 
From a place  
Beside a road 
 
Where a boy 
With apple hands 
I leant across 
Each summer day. 
 
I was blue 
She was white 
In our play 
A swoon to kite 
 
Along the fence 
Amid the field 
A hay stack sky 
A bird spun by. 
 
I moved away 
I moved away 
 
The road out front 
A still faint sway. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



M. J. Iuppa 
 
Motion Picture  
 
Stopping at the pond’s edge, I see  
the shadow of a  black and white pony 
standing on its glassy surface. 
 
The pony is looking over her shoulder, 
looking beyond me to the stand of pines 
where a lone crow mutters, God, let me sleep. 
 
Her tail is streaming in the slow, steady wind. 
The water ruffles – tiny waves flicker – 
her hooves lifting in slow motion to gallop, 
 
splashing spray as she goes fast, faster–  
drumming up the girl in me – my dream 
to fly over the edge to anywhere, but here. 
 
 

 
 
        Robin Renwick: Summit, gouache 



 

Sally Flint 

 

 

The Big House 

 
 
This is the house we want to live in, 
with multiple windows and shutters. 
A veranda to absorb sunsets, 
gardens that tumble to a golden beach. 
 
This is the house we want to share, 
with bright stucco walls;  
a doorbell that repeats Clare de la Lune, 
flurries of clematis around the front porch. 
 
This is the house we want to have;  
its rooms so big we can run across them, 
or around pianos, four poster beds, 
and spacious baths you can step into. 
 
A house with pools and terraces, 
for evenings when friends congregate  
to barbecues of free-range steak, drink  
vintage wine brought up from the cellars. 
 
This endless house, with attics and corners 
for spiders to settle, never to feel scared  
of being trodden on, or entrapped in jars, 
with multi-coloured rugs on floors and walls.  
 
A place where sun finds our faces,  
and neighbours share fruit from trees, with smiles.   
This is the house we wish for, with no need  
for fences. Home to which we all own a key. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



In the Darkness  

Wasn’t he always around at first light, 
as if he didn’t need sleep, ready 
to ridicule Sunday morning lie-ins?  
He rounded up sheep faster  
than other farmers, crammed  
the whole flock into the crush,  
then dipped each head under  
the insecticide long enough to kill  
mites, blow-flies, ticks, lice.  
His bulk filled the barn doorway,  
hands paused like hammers,  
on the steel buckle of a leather belt.  
Adults, he said, ‘were like blighted fruits 
thrown for compost,’ not the perfect  
apples he wrapped in the darkness 
which, on occasions, he let kind children taste. 
 
 

 
        Robin Renwick: Sunlight Print, gouache 
 
 
 
 
 



Wendy Holborow 
 
Exiled: After the Silent Phone Call 
 
 
       ..........Dear 
Depression. Dark marmorial months, November, 
December, only visible lights are  
headlamps & fog-lights, bumper to  
bumper on the M42 and  
sporadic fairy-lights on Christmas trees. 
 
A solitary dolphin drew me  
away, η δελφινη, my augury, 
a gentle moment in time 
August 1996, calm Greek seas 
those which brought Odysseus home 
to Penelope; why did she wait 
as he tarried and dallied 
with other women? For me, 
two lovers, καµακια both, where 
oleander & jacaranda & grey- 
green olive trees frame bare  
mountains which dare to tumble 
into silky textured seas of  
cross-woven threads. I drove my 
loves away, left a pitched 
wake in which they drowned. 
They didn’t own me, none 
would. I held their pain, 
wounding me. I read great 
Greek poets; Seferis’ wound has  
become mine and I cannot 
leave, grieve for this place. 
A Diaspora of emotions, I  
am exiled, have ex-patriated myself  
even though 120 dolphins in 
Cardigan Bay beckon me back.  
   
  * 
 
          .........But 
I cannot leave with unrequited 
love to negotiate. Women beat  
rugs to thuds of my 
heart. This balcony where I 
sit and sigh, cry over 
unattainable love, reveals a scene 
from a 50s Greek movie. 
Frogs ribbet, nightingales spill songs 



of love, fireflies kindle their 
replete bellies and you merely  
a cigarette away where you  
read the runes, medicine cards  
and tell Tarot. I resolutely  
thrust you onto a pedestal 
from where you throw buckets 
of icy water to douse 
my blazing embers. Go to 
our tree, press your body 
into the indentation of mine. 
The flowers you allowed me 
sit on my desk, dead. 
   
       * 
  
      .....Dear Swan 
sea,  how necessary is the  
ocean’s  swell to swallow life 
and what it hurls. Diptych 
of sand & sea vies 
with Greece’s triptych (+ sun). Ithaka 
has nothing for me now. 
The battle begins and rattles 
on though this place has 
settled on me like a  
ragged,  moth-munched coat, like a  
shroud to shrug off.  But 
I can’t leave the sun’s 
orange-drops which squeeze into seas 
and my soul. Where poems  
are written about old Greek  
men who lust to lick  
my wounds, who paw my  
breasts, who brush my bosoms 
as they pluck ripe fruit. 
It has to suit for 
now. Daily I stand before 
groups of children, Sibylline, imparting 
banks of knowledge, dreaming of 
a Booker, not handing out 
books, red-marked by impatient pen 
de-ja- vu of grammar grates 
de-ja- vu of grammar grates 
wishing I were an Abecedarian 
while ABC sings out on 
Friday afternoons & I am 
placed inside my box, my  
identity secure here as life  
rushes by furiously. Such a 



Pegasus in harness, so much  
still to do; my curiosity  
not dimmed by age, rather 
raging to devour, become a 
sage, find serenity, which has  
avoided me thus far,  impossible  
while waging this continuous war. 
 
The first rains of Autumn 
a slaking thirst for Wales 
unable to be quenched, clutched 
into the past, fish-hooks 
catch my throat, I hunger  
for the cadences of mother-tongue 
long for viridian-rivered valleys 
to hear crows caw in 
Cwmdonkin Park, the screech of 
ravens in needle-chill pines 
where wind steals breath like 
an Ondine curse, the hearths  
of sheep where curved ferns  
lean into bracken and broad  
backs of wild horses are black 
against the horizon. Where life 
can be dull as chapel. 
 
January dawns, a yellow month, 
mellow light on mountains, lemon 
trees laden & mimosa racemes 
sweep cobwebs from the sky. 
I hear sounds of seas 
in all their glorious symphonies, 
staccato of cicadas, surging seagulls. 
An unsettled heart.  Again the  
dissonance of broken harps dissipate.  
 
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
 
 



 
 

 
           Robin Renwick: After Rain, oil 
 
 



Sarah Lee Lian Hand 
 
When Buddha Met Gandhi Met God  
(or a message to my younger self) 
 
When Buddha  
met God  
met Gandhi 
 
they took one look at me, 
mongrel-baby, 
with slanted eyes and slender nose  
and speckles freckled 
like the mottling on a genome, 
 
and spat me out, without a word, 
down through tubes of life  

(into life) , 
&out into the middle of the world; 
  
 So that 
barrelling along, 
At first-sight, cell-light  
everything-to-the-contrary 
Black-band/ sleight-hand of the fathers’-no-respite,  
Life is coming. It will find you -- 
 

Tease you, displease you; 
press you at the peripheries 

ease the pulp-part into you. 
 
 
--- 
 
 
Your father has a saddle that sits on his roman nose 
’preaches Nicomachean-ethics – Sunday keeps you on your toes 
 
But mother  -mother!   believes in the ancient Bodhi tree 
And together they come to tether you with forsaken liberty. 
 
 
--- 
 
 
Tartine-toddler, wedged at the apex of the universe, 
you do not know where you fit, 
Your mind a plastic hourglass  
You sit 
Within the crotch of the universe 



Where life gives birth to everything 
 
andthinking  

& -thinking  
you think  

yourself up and down and around in circles 
That sparkle like glass-shard-, card-shark- constellations 
On the nights when you realise  
  That,  
there-is-no-there 
that: the-Tao-that-can-be-named-cannot-be-Absolute 
That Google will show you a photograph of the young Gandhi 
in the beat of a blink of an eye on a computer screen --- 
 
So how could you understand, (you), 
mixed-race, angel-face,  
mother-grew-up-under-a-sugar-tree?-- 
 
How could you, 
dual-faith, inchoate, 
Understand the magic of how things came to be? 
 
Only-oh, my little faithless one, 
How mother-father as one-fish-one-flesh, huggermugg’r  
gave to you the gift of their liberty. 
 
So choose your path,  
it is your own to tread, 
and on it write your story.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Stephen Payne 
 

         Sundial 
 

         Surely it’s not right… though it shows a brave face,  
that plump-cheeked, gaudy Sun. 
Portalled back to the fifteenth century, 
I could no more help with its design 
 
than I could hurry its being supplanted 
by a mechanical timepiece. 
An engineering process involving 
both kinds of compass 
 
would defeat my skills. And if I could explain  
longitude, the way solar time varies 
across its stripe, what would the townspeople care? 
It’s not as though they ever rubbed their eyes 
 
in the square thinking, ‘That must be fast’.  
The tailor, the smith, the chandler, the clerk worked 
to the same shadow, and local affairs  
ran like clockwork. 
 
Only a rare visitor, 
pressed for time and tired beyond mention, 
was perplexed by how much he’d lost 
on his passage over the mountain. 

 
      Robin Renwick: Moonlight, oil 



Robert Smith 
 
Viktor 
 
On reaching him, 
glazed in his east-facing bed, 
the air stocked up for days, hostage                                     
behind rigged curtains, 
 
they smelled instantly 
the potatoes under the sink, took in 
shoes, specs, his kettle, found the room 
a good listener, 
 
went through his things                                              
for signs of relatives, turning out 
rent books, trading stamps, a ticket 
November 1953 
 
England versus Hungary, 
high in a monochrome crowd,                           
capless, immortalised, craning for a view   
of the corner flag,                                                                                        
 
reckoned his migrant years,                                                
guessed at his age, pulled up the sheet, 
the alien English already forming blue 
about his mouth. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
David Pollard 
 
Self-Portrait 

 
 
 
Henry Fuseli  
 
 (1741-1825) 
  [Study, Black & White Chalk with Ink Inscription, 
    1780-90, Victoria and Albert Museum, London] 
 
To catch it as it passes through the eye 
towards the mists that lose the moment’s 
contravertability. No, not mad to twist  
the world to the imagined real 
as constellations were before they had  
their names and specificity. Great Michel  
in Rome  gave us existence through exaggeration, 
vigour beyond the law of art 
to follow him not Joshua. 
 
The paint is just a prism through which  
light breaks back in a pure line 
to its perfection caught and held. 
Of course, fantastic as they say, unreal, 
the classical ideal left flailing, purposeless, 
the plenitude of the Platonic other 
whelmed into line and colour by 
 (as they say) 
sickness, madness, genius of my 
poetical pencil. 
 



So let the mirror tell the other tale 
of the soul’s staring pride and the intensity 
of the inner eye bowing to the commands 
of recollection it can do no other than obey.   
And if you say I am no artist , well, that is all 
the compliment I need as Blake has writ, 
 (Walpole may grumble but, after all,] 
  he invented the Gothique) 
staged for the Academy from nightmares 
of opium and raw pork skinned out of bottles  
from the Surgeons’ Hall.  
 And yet, Fitzrovia says otherwise. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Self-Portrait 
 
 

  
 
Renato Guttuso   
(1912-87) 
 [With Umbrella and Scarf, 
  Oil on Board, 1936, Private Collection] 
 
These legacies lie in a deeper and remoter  
childhood of the spirit,   
 of my people  
are Sicilian  
with the hard joy of all the  other peasants,  
fathered thus of a land-surveyor,  
  Gesthemene at war to deal  
  Christ’s torments of today for those 
  who suffer outrage, prisons,  
  and the little tortures of their toil. 



 
And, as for me, the image of myself, 
look, I have done it simply 
with a certain courage 
like the old men who turn  
God’s ancient earth 
 over and over 
into new life (and better?) 
It is, after all, just work 
 a work 
like any other colouring of the true. 
Art is no more nor less than art. 
 
For painting is my trade, 
here among the long torments 
of our lemons, oranges,  
 - their unavoidable complexion 
 of their thorns and hanging fruit 
 - just the right tone of green 
 for olives on their knotted branches 
familiar to the horrors done 
 (where I was born into injustice) 
and so much more profound 
 (more true, more true!) 
than the mere beauties of the air.  
 
For I am one of them, whose fate is  
printed on my eyes’ skins no matter what.  
And so I labour on the hard land’s surfaces’ 
duration of the Catholic heart  
that knows and knows how the  
world turns against the stillness 
of the honest heart’s opaque tonalities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Self-Portrait 
 

 
 
Jacques-Henri Lartigue  (1894-1986) 
 [Self-portrait, Louzat, Gelatin Silver Print, 1923] 
 
Open into the mirror’s shining 
hides and reveals like the Lord God 
his Trinity nailed to the apparatus of 
his work’s one brush seen from the camera’s 
sudden click of knowledge,  
grasped and spun into belief  
or even truth out there. 
Now see me, see me not, facing into the  
field of an illicit back intently seated 
and not deigning even to . . . 
there among the trees 
in expectation of myself and of myself again 
taken by me 
 (Coupe Gordon Bennet and  
 the Grand Prix de France 
 and other moments caught 
 out of their time and  
 swiftness to be held) 
 
What is (is not) and what I make of it 
through the long lenses of all our various 
eyes’ impossibilities 
and chemistries of vision. 
 (Put the machine into my hands at seven  
   was father to the man and granted  
   the unending curvature of film  
   controlled the future course of all my seeming) 
as only the artist with his squelch of oils 
can understand the mechanistic click 
of the impossible hundred others 
that escape. Three is enough  
and more 
to show the loss which any imaging 
provides. 



 
 
Self-Portrait 
 
Brother Rufillus 
 
  (12th Century) 
 [Decorated Initial from Lives of the Saints, Cod 127  
   fol 244,12th Century, Bibliothica Bodmeriana, Geneva] 
 
The letter will be read – 

 an R –  
brazil wood Arabic, 
initialled with its origins 
of middle earth, iron gall, 
oak-apple vinegar and gum, 
(even, my secret, honey and alum) 
as I, Rufillus, paint myself into the letters 
of the holy lives exemplary of mine, 
tasked with illuming the hard signs of prayer, 
the veneration of God’s holy longing 
in the scriptorium of cold Chester’s  
winter fires, thin cloak and longing, 
aching arse and back, 
arm and finger delicate 
to the point of pain 
earns revenue in another world - 
 The prior’s and the high table’s 
 stronger wines and sweet white meat 
 under great Henry’s and his bishops’ 
 lowering gaze and robed in passing 
 through the heavy geometric weight 
 of this world’s stones to . . . 
   - hush - 
are ready for the carrels in the cloisters, 
moving lips, hard seats and slanting silences 
of all our sun’s long journey into night 
to parse our lives into the Saviours words 
and so avoid the fire that burns yet gives no light, 
dark torch of our eternal fears, 
scalding the page’s anonymity 
that batters at the soul of demons, 
tripartite forked and tailed that 
my inks touch away  
   o pray ‘tis so –  
into salvation. 
 
 
 
 



 
        Robin Renwick: Chapel, oil 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
John Gladwell 
 
 
A Rehearsed History 
 
 
From this city   strip this morning of light 
From this room   strip this sun now burning 
 
From Spain’s challenge    strip this answer to itself with the bull’s roar 
From this hope of redemption   strip this hope of finding you still here 
 
From trembling   strip your tongue 
From your face   strip this mask 
 
From your breathing   strip the sound of each dream 
From your cheek   strip your skin now flaking 
 



From nothing   strip the song of this night 
From this wound   strip this cry 
 
From this knife   strip this scar 
From this scar   strip this scream 
 
A rehearsed history 
Another unnecessary dream  
 
In Barcelona 
A broken compass   a broken sign, 
 
Where nothing now happens 
Just a taught immortality  
 
And a small silver moth now scurrying 
Across this cold bathroom floor 
 
Beyond thought     
Beyond shadows    
 
To meet in solitude 
To find solitude your friend 
 
Like uncertainty 
Like this one piece of glass just before it cracks 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For What Is Absence 
 
 
For what is absence except what will always be there 
To live in the light of what is always various 
 
Unravelling the circle then asking 
‘How long do we have   how long will it take’ 
 
To describe this journey 
To describe what is left of your past 
 
Where history now waits 
Another footpath to follow 
 
No exit   no theory  
Just one misplaced word 
 



Not symbol   not metaphor 
Just a wood I now pick my way through 
 
Proving the future 
Then proving it fake 
 
One shadow 
One dead tree 
 
One broken breath 
One prayer 
 
Not one thing 
But more than all 
 
Not nothing 
But less than a footprint 
 
One false retreat 
One almost silent amen 
 
 
 

 
        Robin Renwick: Viaduct, gouache 
 



 
 
 
Alice Pickering: Conference of the Birds 
 
 
 



 
Jordi Doce 
 
 
Incident 
 
We weren’t there when it happened. 
We were on our way to another city, 
another life, 
under an ever-changing sky that moved as we moved. 
We crossed green and yellow countrysides, 
towns of wary people and impassive crows. 
Not once did we miss our own home 
or feel nostalgia for the past. 
That’s how things were: 
silence at night, 
fog in the morning. 
Once I found a metal button in my pocket 
and I played at holding it up to the sun, 
flicking bright reflections into ears of wheat. 
Later it was a worn coin 
and we had free passage through every border. 
The plains of Europe were our witness, 
sensing that something had happened, 
even if we ourselves never saw it. 
We went our way to another country, 
another life, 
without flashy bags,  
no space for memories. 
At our backs, everything gathered — 
silence now, later fog.  
 
 
Translated by Reginald Gibbons 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Kieron Winn 
      Missing 
 
 
  Sunflowers I would not have thought of buying 
  Steadily transmit the afternoon sun. 
  I am a cuckoo without its pipes and bellows, 
  Rattling out a little pointlessly 
  Without you here to fortify and lighten, 
  Make colours richer, and be so touchable, 
  Guarding the garden and these honeyed rooms 
  With flaming tongue from any pale unreason. 
 

 
         Robin Renwick: Wild Tulips, silk painting 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mandy Pannett 
 
 
 
A Season of Hands 
 
 
 There’s more to these pages than radiant colours or letters inscribed 
with a quill. Vellum keeps its prints of smells, the blood-let of a goat or calf,  
lime and skin and grainy hair, gallnut, gum and wine 
 
 Narratives creep up and leap from gold designs of prophets, clutch at me  
through jewelled patterns, clawing out of hell 
 
 This will be the wild one: an artist with a tough-as-pumice style of twisting  
wire-like threads, of sculpting rolls of muscles on a saint. Look at fierce Elijah’s  
eyes: he’d shred old Satan’s nose 
 
 Here is one with gentler touch. The corpse’s cerements are soft and drape   
across a careful frame in pale and fragile flow. The mourners’ lips are set, severe:  
a cartoon kind of pain 
 
 I am not fooled by two who share a single space  – the sketch is by  
another’s hand, is not the one who burnishes a gold-leaf sky  
with silk and canine tooth 
 
 Colours glow with names I relish: vermillion and dragon’s blood, malachite  
and azurite, saffron, verdigris and lapis – precious lapis, blue of ancient light 
 
 Four seasons soaking into skin. This scribe has scratched the parchment  
with his knife to try and scrape away mistake. There is a hole and he  
has written round 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Martin W. Bennett 
 
FOR MY TORTURER, LIEUTENANT D... After Leila DjabaliYou slapped me - no one 
had done it before -The electric currentYour fistThat thuggish languageI bled so much my 
lipstick no longer showedAn entire nightThis locomotive inside my stomachRainbows before 
the eyesIt was as if I was devouring my own mouthDrowning my own eyesHands 
everywherePlus a monstrous desire to laughThen one morning came this other soldierYou 
resembled each other like two drops of bloodYour wife, lieutenant –Did she put sugar in your 
coffee this morning?Your mother, did she dare admire your shiny uniform?Did you stroke 
your children’s hair? 
 

  
Alice Pickering: Green Man 



Matthew Geden 
 
The Works of Edward Thomas 
 
I’ve left the works of Edward Thomas 
in the rain; watch water run 
rivulets over his furrowed 
brow, his sepia stare dims 
with seeming tears teeming 
into lonely nothingness, a wilted 
flower caught in an April shower, 
everything altered in an instant. 
I stare out of the window too 
late to save the book, pages 
blown open to the elements, 
warping in the wet. I’m warm 
and dry but shivering, lost in 
grief for this waterlogged world. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
        Robin Renwick: Rainstorm, gouache 
 
 



Peter Robinson 
 
Reading in an Afterlife 
 
‘… und Englein sitzen um mich her, 
die meine Verse loben.’ 
                                        Heinrich Heine 
 
Here I am reading in an afterlife 
to the eyes of family, friends, a mentor 
or ally I’d hoped to emulate –  
being conscious of what’s passed on, 
like, no, I’m not a Robinson 
Crusoe, have debts left too late  
to repay: so what I meant or 
published reads as if bereft … 
But when I look up they’re attentive: 
at last beyond prizes or praise, 
polite to a fault, they chiefly live 
in dreams of their posthumous days. 
 

 
 
Alice Pickering: Birth of Stars 
 
 
 



Tim Murdoch 
 
 
 
                       At Bride’s Well and Backwards Through Time  
 
 

 
You see me sitting nearby, 
yet something is lifting me up 
hundreds of feet in the sky 
from where I see you, then 
not you but how the land lay 
before history haunted it. 
 
Nature’s knowing mind is here 
drifting in hawthorn shadows 
on this sultry August day, 
as your head lolls in slumber, 
a blue-steel fly tiptoeing 
through the oroborus of an ear. 
 
Her wild eye has beckoned us  
past the mildly curious cattle 
to her glade whose green body 
I soar above…. now the town  
has disappeared, in its place 
pastureland, a wattle hamlet, 
 
as I glide over the coned hill 
whose grey monolithic tower 
is nowhere to be seen: instead, 
a ring of sarsens inscribed 
as runes, those you’d divined; 
that others made light of.  
 
 
 



 
 
         Robin Renwick: Giant’s Stair, gouache 
 
 
 

 
TONY   VOWLES 
 
 
NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH  
 
 
The clock has a thousand-yard stare and the hallway 
is impeccably clean. 
 
In the kitchen, short choppy keys mingle with the knives and forks. 
I slipper to the lounge 
 
and hear elephants up the stairs, hyenas in the garden, 
shoes with guttering tongues and brass neck eyelets. 
 



We go to bed 
with the space between the bricks and the noise of the cliff 
 
at the edge of my skull; 
the whistling as you drop is almost lyrical. 
 
 
 
SEEN: 
 
Men standing on street corners 
that look with the hawk of their eye 
and talk on phones  
with multiple tongues.  Suspicious men,  
 
drinking espresso in pressed jeans and brogues,  
who talk business and point guns  
at blonde-haired girls, 
lie through teeth 
and get picked up by cars.  
 
Men playing guitars in war torn lands, 
see him there with the piece in his hand, 
tuning the thing to a rumble of drums 
and brimstone sky. 
 
Men with seemingly nothing to do 
but flip-flop through wars, 
while their wives cook 
on ceramic white stoves. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Nancy Anne Miller 
 
                                                           Balance 
 
                                    Cracked open on rocks off Bermuda, 
                                    the ship sheds stones from the ballast, 
                                    where they are stored for weight, balance. 
 
                                    Drops them like a hen lays her eggs, 
                                    they pile up on the sea floor, next 
                                    to an anchor scratching at the bottom. 
 
                                    A diver taps them like a house boy to 
                                    see if yolks and whites are hard boiled, 
                                    been in water long enough. Collects 
 
                                    enough to claim this as a wreck site 
                                    long after the bow and stern have 
                                    frayed become wispy as a straw basket. 
 
                                    Sails folded as feathers no longer 
                                    needed for flight across the Atlantic 
                                    to discover a new land. High waves 
 
                                   ruffled the passage, sent books, candles,  
                                   plates, trunks and humans flying  
                                   through waters light filled as a sky. 
 
                                   Into vaults, chambers, depths where    
                                   items become treasure in the ongoing 
                                   journey of what is lost, found, discarded. 
 
                                                            Airport Necklace 
 
                                            Made of small speckled beige shells, 
                                            one can imagine each snail came out 
                                            like a parachute or an airbag in a car. 
 
                                            Coil as a child’s hand tightly holds 
                                            beach sand. I proudly wear the necklace  
                                            back from Tortola as if displaying a set 
 
                                            of lover’s teeth. Think of the intimacy  
                                            of  once cleaving to plants, slimy as  
                                            tears sticking. Empty now as slothful  
                 
                                            inhabitants moved out. Curve with 
                                            a ram’s horn scroll, announce  
                                            the crawl space of  what is left behind. 
 



 
 

 
 
Geraldine Wheeler 
 
 
 
Nigel Jarrett 

 
Old Johnny 
 
The ice canyon they walked me down 
on the way back from the maternity home 
is not to be set back five years 
because they don’t do precocity 
and the only bad winter was in '47; 
though I admit memory doesn’t so much 
kid you as make things better 
or more interesting - viz., Johnny Williams 
on his speedy, Saturday-night march 
past our house, a gallon of Hancock’s on board 
yet only one step in five off course; 
and him haranguing all the while 
the aproned missus who’s reeling him in. 
Stand here and watch this, my grandfather said 
on the August evening I first saw Johnny walk 
as if he were a one-man parade 
illustrating a slightly crooked mile of sin. 



 
Five years on and the distance would impress –  
the time it took to make a moral point 
about a sinner whose double waywardness 
seemed less notable than his indestructibility, 
which for a grandparent wondering 
what was going on in his nether parts 
after a signed pledge long unbroken 
required a return from me of an implacable gaze 
that searched for what I’d actually go for: 
pleasure or the questionable benefits of sobriety. 

 
         Robin Renwick: Desert Barn, gouache 
 
                          



 
 
 
Omar Sabbagh 
 
 
In Secret, My Sister Is Weeping 
 
 
For Deema Fakhoury 
 
 
In secret, my sister is weeping.  Glad to be cold, that river. 
She disturbs the wailing of broken walls by 
What sins she’s keen to deliver – grossly, and alone. 
Her friends are stalwart adjuncts in the lush salon 
Of my parents’ wide apartment: Beirut’s Verdun. 
Quietly plaintive, she asks and slings her womanish why? 
 
In these times, this eon of the breath of dead-still hawks, 
It’s a hard task to be a good and sturdy brother. 
Poets fall into line with the brushstrokes of their emotion. 
Poets are siblings more to the step, step, din of dying. 
And poets go gifting to forge a family from the dregs, 
Ransack the hale hut of their minds, or the peg 
Of such, which – though refined and chiseled – 
Glory in signs of wordlessness behind the call 
Of the other, erstwhile words…   

So: my sister acts like a doll, 
A toy in a toy avenue, in a life spent without the gall, 
The hard weight of what you might call true thinking. 
 
My sister, like a beast disturbed, grinds against 
The anger of failure to feel with what’s interned. 
 
She bites herself; which – primly, plainly – is absurd.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
                                      Rosalind Hudis 
 
 
 
                                             Open Field 
 
 
 
                        This is the year paths between beds are a green butter 
                        in which you sink, while your boots fill with the night's rain 
                        and you come in bearing news of unripened sweet-corn,  
                        
                        how nothing can be secured. Our daughter 
                        is on a plane to Colorado, where the High Peak is burning 
                        down into the epidermis of cities as it hasn't for years. 
                         
                        I think of the plane's effort, the way it forces 
                        completion across an open field of unstable drift. 
                        It is compelled as DNA; it's like the willow arches 
                         
                        you bent for the French beans, because they'd grow to form, 
                        because if we throw an arc between known and other,  
                        repeat it often, we reach a homeliness. 
 
                        I put on my coat; I believe my tunnel vision 
                        will hold and the plane will return, the fires 
                        time out. I sweep up leaves; they are furnace 
                         
                        dense, seismic as I tread them into ruts 
                        become wells. I think the motion will help, 
                        the way a child rocks on the hip of darkness. 
                        
                       I think of the plane braiding vapour into smoke. 
                         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
           Robin Renwick: Distant Cornfield, gouache 
 



Laurelyn Whitt 
 
 
                                                        Daughters 

 
In the distance, a middle-aged  
woman and her much older father;  
 
he leans on a cane; she tucks  
her arm through his. 
 
They are silent together, walking.  
 
At the next table is another,  
with her mother. 
 
Their heads are close,  
grey and not-grey;  
laughing.  
 
Small, quiet intimacies,  
once mine.  
 
Everywhere I go,  
they are. And everywhere,  
they are not mine. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     Leave-taking 
 

Two figures swim,  
    side-by-side, to where an 
    estuary joins the sea; 
 
a point of convergence. 
    They grow smaller. Steeled  
    blues of water and sky  
 
wash into one another 
    as they go, stroking, 
    stroking with the tide. 
 



Past the lobster pots and docks, 
past the clanging buoy bell, 
past the island with its lighthouse 
 
    into the open ocean. 
 
Much later, I wonder if 
    I can    just    barely    see them 
    stroking long  
 
    past the edges of the Atlantic, 
    well beyond. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Nancy Anne Miller 
                                                        Aborted 
 
                                   A dead baby robin on Salt Kettle Lane, 
                                   fallen from a nest, face a tender bean, 
                                   body gangly sprouts from a new seed.  
 
                                   Head sluggish, blunt, a carriage bridle, 
                                   with a shadow roll, reins hung round. 
                                   Something halted. A small heart with  
 
                                   arteries, roped veins. In CT I turn my  
                                   watch back one hour from Bermuda time, 
                                   hands sharp surgery scissors cut, abort. 
 

 
 
 



          
Robin Renwick: View from the Hill 
 
 

Deborah Moffatt 
 
End-game   
 

It begins one summer evening in a country garden,    
a flood of golden light streaming through tall thin trees 
settling like honey on pale green grass. 
 
Between the shadow and the light, the black and the green,  
young men strike languid poses, rarely speaking, barely moving, 
pawns in a game whose rules no-one remembers.      
 
In an upstairs bedroom, she lies in the dark,  
listening to the dangerous silence of the men in the garden, 
watching dust dance in a single beam of light. 
 
Along the thin yellow line that separates green from black  
she traces a random route across a tartan blanket,  
a map of a long-forgotten land. 
 
As the sky fades from blue to gray a fisherman at sea 
studies the stars with an experienced eye, 
learning nothing he doesn’t already know. 



 
The greater mystery is what he has left behind, 
the shifting black shadow on the horizon, 
a green land drifting dangerously into uncharted water. 
 

 

 

                               The Settler’s Dream 
 
At night he hears the leaves rustling at the window 
and imagines the vines creeping inside, 
winding round his neck while he sleeps. 
 
This is his land, life on the land his heritage,  
the land in his blood, the blood of his ancestors in the land, 
their stamp in every leaf, in every blade of grass. 
 
It is innate in him, it seems, this desire to nurture, 
to sow, to hoe, to weed, to reap this abundance 
of blossom, fruit, vegetables, seeds, from the land. 
 
His neighbours’ fields are parched and grey, 
shorn to a prickly stubble.  Another bad year, they mutter, 
taking stoic pride in the pointlessness of their labour.   
 
But pride can’t hide the hunger in their eyes, the hunger 
in his own blood, the famine, the debts, the rack-rents 
that drove his ancestors from the land they loved. 
 
He hears whispered resentment in the rustling leaves, 
and the bones of hungry men rattle in his dreams 
as the vine taps relentlessly against the glass in a breeze.      
 
And yet, it isn’t the neighbours, or the vine creeping ever closer 
to his bed, but the land itself, with all its richness, that threatens 
to destroy him, poisoning his blood, corrupting his soul -   
 
as if freedom, like alcohol, is something a man of his breed 
cannot endure, and in the end, he fears, he will be again 
what he was before, a beggar knocking at his master’s door.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Artists’ Statements 
 
Robin Renwick 
 
Robin was born on a farm in Sussex and started painting and writing poetry at an early 
age.  He studied painting and drawing at Maidstone College of Art and then printed textiles at 
the Royal College of Art. He has practised as a designer/printer and has lectured in art and 
design at Chelsea School of Art and Hastings College of Arts and Technology. He is also a 
qualified rock climbing instructor. 
  
“My paintings are initially responses to the subject matter, usually landscape and natural 
form, but as the work progresses the response is increasingly to the painting itself, which 
often seems to take on a creative force of its own.” 
  
Paintings can be seen at http://www.robinrenwick.co.uk 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Alice Pickering. 
 
Preoccupations, processes, and media. 
 
I work mainly in watercolour or gouache with the addition of small sections of collage 
collected from a variety of sources and often include glitter and sequins. My work is usually 
semi-abstract, with representational or figurative aspects and aims at conveying a sense of the 
spiritual or mystical.  
 
 Recent work has focussed on themes of spiritual quest or journeying. An example of this 
type of work is my triptych “The Conference of the Birds”, loosely based on the 12th Century 
Sufi poem of that name, that describes the difficulties and the rewards of venturing away 
from one’s own territory and setting out to explore the unknown. 

I have also recently been working on a “cosmological” series of works concerning the 
explosion, creation and rearrangement of matter that occurred as the universe formed. I have 
been trying to represent the extraordinary concept of what occurred at the sub-atomic level.  
At the same time I was looking at images from the Hubble telescope: pictures of 
unimaginably large objects in space. Some of my work represents the notion of the life cycle 
of stars and galaxies.  
 
At the moment my work is focused on the idea of the cycle of the seasons and the return of 
spring. This has included reference to the notion of the Green man, and the Green Fuse of 
Dylan Thomas’s poem that describes, is dismayed by and celebrates the inevitability of 
change and decay. 
 
Email: alicepickering@hotmail.co.uk  



 
 
 
Faye Joy 
 
I trained as a painter at Wolverhampton College of Art and subsequently studied printmaking 
at the Central School of Art in London with Norman Ackroyd 
 
For many years I was a teacher of Art and History of Art.  
 
I have been exploring the potential and possibilities of machine embroidery for several years 
now exhibiting my work in AU.QUAIDOCK a contemporary gallery in Lisieux. 
 
As a printmaker I was always fascinated by the ‘carving/biting’ quality of the drypoint scribe 
and have found a corresponding interest in the sewing machine needle. 
 
I explore design possibilities with my drawings, prints and paintings, thoroughly enjoying the 
needle, thread and silk transcription. I want to develop stitching possibilities in both a 
detailed and fluid way, trying to discover new inroads. 
 
More recently I have been trying to combine some machine embroidery work with 
installation ideas incorporating some of my current poetry inspired by the many walks I take 
around the hills and lanes of this pretty market town where I live in Normandy. 
 
 

Geraldine Wheeler 
www.geraldinewheeler.com 

Email:geraldinewheeler7@gmail.com 
 
Born in Cardiff I attended Cardiff Art College in the days when one day a week was spent in 
the Life Drawing Room and two days in the painting studio and nobody talked about 
“conceptual art“.  Uncertain whether to pursue a fulltime career as a painter and fascinated by 
theatre in the round I diverted to a Technical Course at the Scottish Academy of Dramatic Art 
and helped set up the Victoria Theatre in Newcastle under Lyme and worked at the Traverse 
Theatre in Edinburgh. 
 
I have lived in St Leonards and Hastings Old Town since the 70s and regularly exhibit 
locally. I am a keen supporter of the Coastal Currents Open Studios programme and the 
Hastings Arts Forum. My work is in numerous private collections and my most recent 
exhibition was at The Stables Gallery Hastings in December. 
 
My next exhibition will feature recent work based on a visit to Andalucia at The Gardens 
Gallery in Dulwich. I shall be holding an exhibition in my studio in St Leonards in September 
and will be contributing to a watercolour show at Hastings Arts Forum in October.   
 
My paintings are very intuitive and my brushwork has a spontaneous quality which seems to 
give the work a lively quality. I work in watercolour, acrylic and oil paints. I think my work 
is atmospheric but I cannot articulate quite how this is achieved. I think if I stopped to think 
about it the effect would be lost. I am getting drawn more and more to abstract work and 
greatly admire Richard Diebenkorn the American painter who said “I don’t go into the studio 



with the idea of “saying something” . What I do is face the blank canvas and put a few 
arbitrary marks on it that start me on some sort of dialogue”.             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 


